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On December 23, 2015, a Ukrainian regional 
electricity distribution company reported 
service outages. The outages were caused by 
a coordinated cyber attack on more than 30 
substations across three distribution entities 
affecting 225,000 customers. Ukrainian news 
media reported that a foreign attacker remotely 
controlled the SCADA distribution management 
system. The Ukrainian attack is the first publicly 
acknowledged incident to result in power 
outages.

Delivery of Malware via Spearphishing
A spear phishing attack was used to gain access to the business networks at the electric utility. 
Specifically: 

• A Word document with malicious macros was delivered via a phishing message.

• The macro loaded a program called “vba_macro.exe” that downloaded the necessary files and called 
home to a command and control server.

Dtex monitors all user activity across the organization and alerts on unusual or suspicious activity.  Here’s 
how Dtex would have detected and alerted on this attack:

Spearphishing files deilvered by email. Dtex sees when a file arrives via email and is downloaded. In this 
example, the Word document “$RR143TB.doc” was created on the user’s machine by Outlook, which 
means that it was downloaded from an email message.
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On March 18, 2016, the SANS Industrial Control 
Systems team and the Electricity Information 
Sharing and Analysis Center (E-ISAC) jointly 
published “Analysis of the Cyber Attack on the 
Ukrainian Power Grid: Defense Use Case.” The 
report provides a consolidated list of the technical 
components used by the attackers.

Learn how the Dtex User Behavior Intelligence 
Platform would have helped to detect and prevent 
this attack throughout the ICS Cyber Kill Chain, 
from reconnaissance to execution.
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New or unusual programs. Dtex sees every process that runs on a machine.  In this example, the program 
“vba_macro.exe” is logged as running.  

Since this is a new executable never seen in the organization before, Dtex would generate an alert to 
your security team at this point. 

This same approach would also detect other executables used in the attack, such as KillDisk.exe and 
keystroke logging tools. 

Installation of Remote Access Trojan
Unusual file creation. Dtex also sees every file that is created on a machine.  In this attack, the malware 
creates a number of .DAT and .LNK files.  Dtex would raise the risk score on this machine when it sees an 
unusual rate of creation of specific files versus the user’s normal profile.

Command & Control
Unusual network connections. Dtex also sees every outbound network connection from each endpoint.

Dtex would also alert upon seeing traffic going to a new IP address never seen in the organization 
before.  At this point, the risk score for this alert would be very high, because several unusual things are 
happening at once within the environment.
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Finding the Intrusion
Dtex doesn’t stop at the point of infiltration.  Since Dtex automatically builds a baseline of normal user 
activity, it will trigger alerts when a user is found behaving unusually versus their normal profile.

Once the attackers had access to infrastructure at the energy distribution centers, their behavior would 
have triggered a number of alerts in Dtex due to its unusual nature. 

For example:

1. Escalate privileges.  One of the first thing that attackers do is to escalate their privileges, and use 
their permissions to move laterally in the network.  Dtex alerts when attackers escalate privileges an 
unusual amount compared to normal user behavior.  

2. Remote Access Tools.  As part of moving laterally in a company, attackers will use remote access tools 
like Remote Desktop and SSH to connect to other machines.  Dtex alerts when attackers use remote 
access tools at an unusual frequency vs. the normal baseline of activity.

3. IT Admin Tools.  To escalate privileges and move laterally, attackers use a series of administrative 
tools like shell, command prompt, and powershell.  Dtex builds a baseline of this activity 
automatically, and will alert you when anomalous usage is detected.  

4. Network Segmentation.  Since Dtex has full visibility over each endpoint, the data generated by Dtex 
can be used to analyze normal network behavior and determine appropriate segmentation to put in 
place that will have the lowest amount of user impact.  

5. Data exfiltration. As soon as the attackers started moving sensitive information between machines 
and up to their C&C server, Dtex would have alerted on movement that was unusual versus the 
normal baseline.  

6. Data Exchange.  Dtex can ingest additional data sources (like OT change control logs or VPN logs) to 
improve the power and accuracy of detection.  Likewise, Dtex data can be shared with all major SIEM 
products (like Splunk, HP ArcSight, and QRadar) to provide much-needed context around log file 
patterns. 

When you’re attacked, the data gathered and analyzed by Dtex is invaluable to forensically piece together 
the attack.  Only Dtex stores our unique metadata in a separate server.  There is no need to access the 
infected machines (or even turn them back on) to determine exactly what happened.
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See Dtex's Findings in Your Organization
To learn more, contact us to get a User Threat Assessment. This report 
will give you a detailed breakdown of the most dangerous risks that 
are in your organization. Email info@dtexsystems.com, or call us at +1 
(408) 418 - 3786 to get started. 


